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Abstract
The objective of this work is to study state-of-the-art deep neural networks based speaker verification
systems called x-vectors on wideband conditions, such as YouTube. This system takes variable
length audio recording and maps it into fixed length embedding which is afterward used to represent
the speaker. We compared our systems to BUT’s submission to Speakers in the Wild Speaker
Recognition Challenge (SITW). We observed, that when comparing single best systems, with
recently published x-vectors we were able to obtain more than 4.38 times lower Equal Error Rate
on SITW core-core condition compared to SITW submission from BUT. Moreover, we find that
diarization substantially reduces error rate when there are multiple speakers for SITW core-multi
condition but we could not see the same trend on NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation 2018 Video
Annotations for YouTube data.
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1. Introduction1

Speaker verification (SV) is the task of authenticat-2

ing the claimed identity of a speaker, based on some3

speech signal and enrolled speaker record. Similarly4

to the computer vision face recognition, embedding5

this information into fixed length vector is used.6

Using deep neural networks for a topic of speaker7

verification shows as a very active area of research in8

the last years [1, 2, 3]. In this approach, time-delay9

neural network which works on frame level is used and10

during training, it is trained to classify large dataset of11

speakers. Long-term speaker characteristics are cap-12

tured in the network by a temporal pooling layer that13

aggregates over the input speech. Eventually, fixed-14

dimensional embeddings from the layer in a network15

after frame level are used to represent speaker utter-16

ance and these are called x-vectors. These embeddings17

might be scored using euclidean distance, cosine dis-18

tance but more common is to use backend with Prob-19

ability Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA). In this20

paper we experiment with this state-of-the-art tech- 21

nique, we compare it to previously used i-vectors [4]. 22

The standard i-vector approach consists of a univer- 23

sal background model (UBM), and a large projection 24

matrix T , that are learned in an unsupervised way to 25

maximize the data likelihood. The projection maps 26

high-dimensional statistics from the UBM into a low- 27

dimensional representation, known as an i-vector. The 28

DNNs most often found in speaker recognition are 29

trained as acoustic models for automatic speech recog- 30

nition and are then used to enhance phonetic modeling 31

in the i-vector. In recent years, i-vectors started to be 32

replaced by feed-forward neural networks, because of 33

better performance and also because of the wide use of 34

graphical computing units. In this paper, we analyze 35

the performance of both approaches and we focus on 36

using deep neural networks for speaker verification. 37

We also introduce numerous modifications to 38

Kaldi [5] recipe [3], which was publicly released for 39

the research community. We also summarized our 40

effort during NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation 41
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2018 where one of our systems was used for final42

submission in wideband condition.43

2. Theoretical Background44

2.1 Speaker Recognition45

Speaker recognition is the identification of a person46

from characteristics of voices. No two individuals47

sound identical because their vocal tract shapes, larynx48

sizes, and other parts of their voice production organs49

are different. In addition to these physical differences,50

each speaker has characteristic manner of speaking,51

including the use of a particular accent, rhythm, in-52

tonation style, pronounciation pattern, or choice of53

vocabulary.54

2.2 Voice Activity Detection55

Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is used in telecommu-56

nications, for example, in telephony to detect touch57

tones and the presence or absence of speech. Detec-58

tion of speaker activity can be useful in responding to59

barge-in, for pointing to the end of an utterance in auto-60

mated speech recognition, and for recognizing a word61

intended to trigger start of a service, application, event,62

or anything else that may be deemed useful.63

2.3 MFCCs64

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are65

a feature widely used in automatic speech and speaker66

recognition. MFCCs are a representation of the short-67

term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear68

cosine transform of a log power spectrum on a nonlin-69

ear mel scale of frequency. Figure 1 shows procedure,70

how to calculate MFCCs.71

Figure 1. Scheme of calculating MFCCs. In case of
Kaldi recipe, Povey’s window is used instead of
Hamming window.

Here, we can see a more detailed description of72

how to calculate MFCCs according to Figure 1:73

1. Frame the signal into short frames.74

2. For each frame calculate the periodogram esti-75

mate of the power spectrum.76

3. Apply the mel filterbank to the power spectra,77

sum the energy in each filter.78

4. Take the logarithm of all filterbank energies.79

5. Take the DCT of the log filterbank energies.80

Table 1. The embedding DNN architecture. x-vectors
are extracted at layer segment6, before the
nonlinearity. The statistics pooling layer receives the
output of the final frame-level layer as input,
aggregates over the input segment, and computes its
mean and standard deviation. These segment-level
statistics are concatenated together and passed to two
additional hidden layers and finally the soft-max
output layer. [3]

Layer Layer context Total context

frame1 [t-2,t+2] 5
frame2 {t-2,t,t+2} 9
frame3 {t-3,t,t+3} 15
frame4 {t} 15
frame5 {t} 15

stats pooling [0, T] T
segment6 {0} T
segment6 {0} T
softmax {0} T

2.4 x-vector 81

Using deep neural networks (DNN) to capture speaker 82

characteristics is currently a very active research area. 83

The used system is a feed-forward DNN that computes 84

speaker embeddings from variable-length acoustic seg- 85

ments and is based on [2, 3, 1]. 86

The network consists of layers that operate on 87

speech frames, a statistics pooling layer that aggre- 88

gates over the frame-level representations, additional 89

layers that operate at the segment-level, and finally, a 90

soft-max output layer, all layers with their respective 91

contexts are shown in Table 1. The nonlinearities are 92

rectified linear units (ReLUs). The network is trained 93

to classify training speakers using a multi-class cross 94

entropy objective function. 95

Ultimately, the goal of training the network is to 96

produce embeddings that generalize well to speakers 97

that have not been seen in the training data. Therefore, 98

any layer after the statistics pooling layer is a sensible 99

place to extract the embedding from. 100

2.4.1 E-TDNN x-vector 101

The extended version of the TDNN described in 2.4, 102

which is the default architecture in the public Kaldi 103

recipes is described here. Table 2 summarizes the ex- 104

tended network (E-TDNN) architecture. The two main 105

differences are a slightly wider temporal context of the 106

TDNN (due to the addition of layer 7), and interleav- 107

ing dense layers in between the convolutional layers 108

(equivalent to the 1x1 convolutions used in computer 109

vision architectures). This architecture has been found 110

to greatly outperform the baseline TDNN in the SITW 111



Table 2. Extended TDNN x-vector architecture.

Layer Layer Type Layer context Size

1 TDNN-ReLU [t-2,t+2] 512
2 Dense-ReLU t 512
3 TDNN-ReLU {t-2, t, t+2} 512
4 Dense-ReLU t 512
5 TDNN-ReLU {t-3, t, t+3} 512
6 Dense-ReLU t 512
7 TDNN-ReLU {t-4, t, t+4} 512
8 Dense-ReLU t 512
9 Dense-ReLU t 512
10 Dense-ReLU t 1500
11 Pooling (mean + stddev) Full-seq 2x1500
12 Dense(Embedding)-ReLU 512
13 Dense-ReLU 512
14 Dense-SoftMax 512

and SRE16 benchmarks. The network outputs poste-112

rior probabilities for the training speakers and it was113

trained by minimizing a categorical cross-entropy. The114

x-vector is extracted from layer 12 prior to the ReLU115

non-linearity.116

2.5 Backend117

2.5.1 PLDA118

To facilitate comparison of i-vectors and x-vectors in
a verification trial, the distribution of i-vectors and
x-vectors is modeled using a Probabilistic Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis (PLDA) model [6, 7]. First, con-
sider only a special form of PLDA, a two-covariance
model, in which speaker and inter-session variability
are modeled using across-class and within-class full
covariance matrices Σac and Σwc. The two-covariance
model is a generative linear-Gaussian model, where
latent vectors y representing speakers (or more gener-
ally classes) are assumed to be distributed according
to prior distribution

p(y) = N (y; µ,Σac). (1)

For a given speaker represented by a vector ŷ, the
distribution of i-/x-vectors is assumed to be

p(φ |ŷ) = N (φ ; ŷ,Σwc). (2)

The ML estimates of the model parameters, µ , Σac,119

and Σwc, can be obtained using an EM algorithm as120

in [7].121

In this paper, we will use gaussian and heavy-122

tailed [8] PLDA backend.123

2.5.2 Diarization124

Speaker diarization, the process of partitioning an au-125

dio stream with multiple people into homogeneous126

segments associated with each individual, is an impor- 127

tant part of speech recognition systems. By solving 128

the problem of who spoke when, speaker diarization 129

has applications in many important scenarios, such as 130

understanding medical conversations, video caption- 131

ing and more. Example of diarization output is shown 132

in Figure 2. 133

Figure 2. Example output of diarization on single
channel audio. Different colors in the bottom indicate
different speakers.

The used speaker diarization method is based on 134

the Bayesian Hidden Markov Model described in [9], 135

in which states represent speaker specific distributions 136

and transitions between states represent speaker turns. 137

The transitions probabilities are set to favor staying in 138

the same speakers to avoid too frequent speaker turns. 139

As in the ivector or JFA models, speaker distributions 140

are modeled by GMMs with parameters constrained by 141

eigenvoice priors to facilitate discrimination between 142

speakers. 143

3. Experimental Setup 144

3.1 Data 145

All data we used either for training or testing purposes 146

were data allowed by NIST for SRE18. 147

3.1.1 Training Data 148

Training data defines the amount and category of re- 149

sources which are allowed to build speaker recognition 150

system with. The training condition limits the system 151

training to specific common data sets used for NIST 152

SRE 2018, as shown in 1. 153

3.1.2 Evaluation Data 154

Since we are building robust speaker recognition sys- 155

tem, we decided not to include some of the training 156

corpora into the training set and use them for testing 157

purposes instead. Specifically, we used all testing sub- 158

sets from Speakers In The Wild (SITW) [10] and Vox- 159

Celeb1 [11]. Since SRE18 data are split into two main 160

domains (narrowband and wideband), we decided to 161

use only data, that match our testing conditions for 162

Video Annotation for Speech Technology (VAST): 163

1. SITW core-core evaluation condition [10] 164

(sitwEvalC-C) 165

1https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/
files/documents/2018/08/17/sre18_eval_plan_
2018-05-31_v6.pdf
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2. SITW multi-core evaluation condition [10]166

(sitwEvalM-C)167

3. VoxCeleb1 evaluation condition [11] (voxc1)168

4. 2018 NIST SRE Development (dev) Set169

(LDC2018E46) VAST evaluation condition170

(sre18DevVAST)171

5. 2018 NIST SRE Evaluation (eval) Set VAST172

evaluation condition (sre18EvalVAST)173

3.2 Voice Activity Detection174

VAD we used consists of two parts175

• a neural network which produces per-frame scores176

and177

• a postprocessing stage which builds the seg-178

ments based on the scores.179

For more information see [12].180

We were only using generated VAD files, we were181

not running VAD system training.182

3.3 x-vector183

We used original features configuration of x-vector184

recipe [3] obtained from 2 - 23-dimensional filterbanks185

with a frame-length of 25ms, mean-normalized over a186

sliding window of up to 3 seconds. We slightly modi-187

fied our voice activity detector from 3.2 and extended188

all speech frames by 15 frames to the left and also to189

the right, effectively extending the amount of speech190

that is passed into time-delay neural network, as shown191

in [13]. Also, we analyzed and applied some of the192

possible improvements for x-vector based architecture193

based on [13], such as larger number of augmentation194

(128 000 in original recipe vs. 256 000 in our recipe)195

and we also used larger number of epochs (3 in origi-196

nal recipe compared to 6 in our recipe) and this system197

will be used as our baseline x-vector system.198

If not specified otherwise, we used 512-dimensional199

x-vector projected into 128-dimensional space using200

LDA. For scoring, we used gaussian PLDA backend.201

We used the same data for x-vector training as in202

original recipe from [3].203

3.4 Diarization204

We used 19 MFCC+Energy coefficients (without any205

normalization) as features for diarization. We only206

ran the diarization on segments that contain speech207

according to our VAD. We used 1024-component, di-208

agonal covariance GMM-UBM, and 400-dimensional209

i-vectors. The UBM and the total variability matrix210

were trained on the VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 datasets.211

2https://david-ryan-snyder.github.io/
2017/10/04/model_sre16_v2.html

A hierarchical agglomerative clustering (AHC) algo- 212

rithm based on PLDA scores between i-vectors esti- 213

mated on 200 ms segments was performed to initialize 214

the assignment of frames to speakers for the VB algo- 215

rithm. 216

We were only using generated diarization metafiles, 217

we were not running diarization system training. 218

4. Experiments 219

In this chapter, we analyze the performance of our 220

systems on wideband conditions. 221

We experimented with x-vector system and E-TDNN222

x-vector system, results for VAST (wideband) condi- 223

tions are shown in Table 3. We also added BUT i- 224

vector system using 16kHz data and MFCC as features 225

from SITW evaluations [14]. We can see, that our x- 226

vector system performs better than BUT system from 227

final submission and E-TDNN based system highly 228

outperforms even our modified x-vector architecture. 229

4.1 Domain Specific System 230

Here, we tried to adapt our system to target data dur- 231

ing system training and therefore use only wideband 232

data for system training, since development corpus for 233

SRE18 VAST condition is very small and not statisti- 234

cally reliable. For training we used VoxCeleb1 [11] 235

and VoxCeleb2 [15] training sets, we trained extractor 236

(x-vector NN) and also PLDA model on the same set. 237

We used the following modifications compared to 238

original recipe [3] for all our experiments: 239

• 9 epochs instead of 3 in the original recipe 240

• total 512 000 augmentations instead of 128 000 241

in the original recipe 242

• concatenate all utterances from a single session 243

with one second of silence between every utter- 244

ance. 245

Results for domain-specific systems are shown in 246

Table 4. When we compare these results to results in 247

Table 3, we can see that using domain-specific data 248

is crucial for system’s performance and even with our 249

best E-TDNN system trained on telephone data with 250

EER 5.90% on sitwEvalC-C we are not competitive 251

with baseline x-vector system trained on wideband 252

data with EER 4.89%. 253

In our experiments, we slightly changed the topol- 254

ogy of TDNN to accept larger context, these modifica- 255

tions are shown in Table 5 and are marked with suffix 256

LC (large context). We can conclude, that extending 257

the context of TDNN improved results in terms of EER 258

and also for another operating point. Also, we can see 259

a very significant gain in using 16k sample rate over 260

https://david-ryan-snyder.github.io/2017/10/04/model_sre16_v2.html
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Table 3. Baseline results on VAST-similar datasets without using diarization.

System sitwEvalC-C voxc1
EER[%] DCFmin

0.01 EER[%] DCFmin
0.01

BUT i-vector [14] 9.34 0.713
x-vector 7.16 0.559 9.00 0.676
E-TDNN 5.90 0.519 7.74 0.599

8k sample rate - for competitive systems x-vector LC261

with 8k sample rate and 16k sample rate respectively,262

we can see almost 30% relative improvement in terms263

of EER. As described in 2.5.1, we also used HT PLDA264

backend for E-TDNN system (E-TDNN HT-PLDA)265

and using this setup, we were able to obtain best results266

for the sitwEvalC-C condition with 2.13% EER and267

DCFmin
0.010.221.268

Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curve for corre-269

sponding systems on sitwEvalC-C condition is in Fig-270

ure 3. We can conclude, that E-TDNN system out-271

performs standard x-vector architecture with extended272

context but both systems are competitive for false ac-273

ceptance ratio under 1%.274
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Figure 3. Detection error tradeoff curve for systems
trained on 16k Hz VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 data for
sitwEvalC-C condition.

4.2 Diarization in the Loop275

In this section we analyze the performance of our sys-276

tem on testing conditions which necessarily does not277

contain single speakers at enroll or test sides, there-278

fore it should be sensible to run automatic diarization279

systems before performing speaker verification. We280

analyze the performance of our best systems with and281

without diarization, results are shown in Table 6. For282

all our experiments we used the diarization system283

described in 3.4.284

DET curve for sre18EvalVAST condition is shown285

in Figure 4. DET curves show us, that there is a very286

small difference between the x-vector LC system and287

E-TDNN, evaluation dataset is still very small and 288

results may be noisy. We can conclude, that diarization 289

helps for all our systems on sitwEvalM-C condition 290

by 20% in terms of EER and also by 20% for DCFmin
0.01. 291

On sre18EvalVAST condition however, there is almost 292

no gain in performance when using diarization. 293
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Figure 4. Detection error tradeoff curve for systems
trained on VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 data for
sre18EvalVAST condition using diarization marks and
enrollment annotations.

5. Conclusions 294

In this experimental work, we analyzed the state-of-the- 295

art speaker verification pipeline using x-vector based 296

speaker embeddings. We show, that using in-domain 297

wideband data for training, in this case, VoxCeleb1 298

and VoxCeleb2, we were able to outperform systems 299

trained on 8kHz data. VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 300

datasets are also very large, containing over 1 mil- 301

lion utterances from thousands of speakers and allow 302

us to use state-of-the-art deep learning methods. 303

We also experimented with improving our scoring 304

backend and we used Heavy Tailed PLDA for scoring, 305

yielding 2.13% EER on the sitwEvalC-C dataset, using 306

an out-of-the-box system, without any adaptation to 307

SITW dataset. Comparing our results on voxc1 test 308

dataset to ResNet architecture from [15], in terms of 309

equal error rate using E-TDNN with HT-PLDA back- 310

end we obtained 2.73% EER compared to their 3.95%. 311

Also, our best wideband system produced during 312



Table 4. Results for domain-specific systems on VAST-similar datasets without using diarization.

System Sample Rate sitwEvalC-C voxc1
EER[%] DCFmin

0.01 EER[%] DCFmin
0.01

x-vector 8k 4.89 0.448 6.61 0.634
x-vector LC 8k 3.85 0.392 5.22 0.56
x-vector LC 16k 2.74 0.268 2.99 0.33
E-TDNN 16k 2.60 0.242 2.77 0.286
E-TDNN HT-PLDA 16k 2.13 0.221 2.73 0.304

Table 5. Configuration of TDNN for x-vector
extraction using larger context. Bold values are our
modifications of the original [3] architecture.
X-vectors are extracted at layer segment6 before the
nonlinearity.

Layer Layer context Total context

frame1 [t-2,t+2] 5
frame2 {t-4, t-2,t,t+2,t+4} 13
frame3 {t-6,t-3,t,t+3,t+6} 19
frame4 {t} 19
frame5 {t} 19

stats pooling [0, T] T
segment6 {0} T
segment7 {0} T
softmax {0} T

NIST SRE 2018 evaluations was used as one of the313

submission systems and was very competitive consid-314

ering all submissions of other teams. Using diarization315

in speaker verification, however, still looks like a prob-316

lematic area with very high error rates and should be317

also included as an active area of speech technology318

research.319

Our future work will be focused on experimenting320

more with E-TDNN architecture, such as extending321

the context of time-delay layers and stacking more of322

these layers into a network.323
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